Introduction
• Many classification, diagnosis or prediction problems can benefit by combining several models • For example:
-Combining several color models in vision -Integrating different classifiers in data mining -Combining mathematical models for cervical cancer diagnosis
• In this work we propose a Bayesian approach for model combination • The method has 3 basic phases:
1. Build a Bayesian classifier combining the parameters from several models 2. Discretize the continuous parameters 3. Improve the structure by eliminating or joining dependant attributes
• It has been tested in the detection of cervical cancer in coloscopic images Bayesian Classifier
• A Bayesian classifier is used to obtain the probability of certain variable (the class or hypothesis, H) given a set of variables known as the attributes or evidence (E = E 1 , …, E N ) • It is usually assumed that the attributes are independent given the class -Naive Bayesian Classifier -so graphically it is represented as a "star" with the class as the root and the attributes as the leafs 
…
Bayesian Classifier
• The posterior probability of each hypothesis (H) based on the Evidence (E) is:
• Usually the exact value of P(H|E) is not required, just the most probable value of H © L.E. Sucar: BMC -Iberamia 06 8 Naive Bayesian classifier Inference
• Consider each attribute independent given the hypothesis:
• So the posterior probability is given by: Response functions
